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Winged Sakura: Endless Dream is now Available! : Annnd Winged Sakura: Endless Dream is finally out! Thank you everyone
for your patience. If anyone have any questions or have discovered any bugs, please let me know! I'll be active on the discussion
forums.. 10/7/2017 Patch Notes : Thank you everyone for playing Winged Sakura: Endless Dream and to those who are
suggesting great features and reporting bugs! Please do not hesitate to bug me as I want to make this game as good and as
addicting as possible! If anyone needs help, please don't hesitate to post on the forums.. New Game: Winged Sakura: Mindy's
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Arc 2 : (Not required to play the prequel, Winged Sakura: Mindy's Arc to enjoy the game.) The game will be available next
Friday, April 26. Winged Sakura: Mindy's Arc 2 is a RPG Tower Defense game that takes place before, simultaneously, and
after the Endless Dream. The game uses a similar equipping system to RPG games, but with a special equipment slot: Power.
The Power slot is similar to Endless Dream, each Power grants the equipped unit a unique passive ability. The game consists of
resource management, strategically placing units onto the battlefield, and defending specific objective(s). ---- All owners of
Winged Sakura: Endless Dream will obtain an exclusive Accessory near the end of the 2nd Arc of the game. For anyone who
wishes to preview what the Accessory does, see the spoiler below. How to unlock: View Chapter 15: Part 1. Please note the item
comes at +0. ED: Short for Endless Dream. Activates all Powers equipped by Mimi. This accessory can be equipped on any
unit. We look forward to see what you think about our latest game. For more information, please click on Winged Sakura:
Mindy's Arc 2's Steam Store page above or check out our website below.. 10/26/2017 Patch Notes : Features Implemented
Based on User Feedback and Suggestions. 10/16/2017 Patch Notes : Few new things and bug fixes this patch! New Tutorials.
Deadlight: Director's Cut Balance of Soccer Sanguo: War Under Heaven 10,000,000 Winged Sakura: Endless Dream Winged
Sakura: Mindy's Arc 2 is Now Available! : We hope you all enjoy our latest Tower Defense RPG! If anyone have any questions,
feedback, or needs help, please use the Steam Discussion Forums or send an email to supportwingedsakura.com and we'll be
happy to help. Any previous owners of any Winged Sakura games can view the Journal in game to see how to unlock their
exclusive items. Alternatively, you may check each announcement previously made in this announcement . Thank you to
everyone who has supported us thus far and in the future! Official Site: Support: supportwingedsakura.com. 6/3/2018 Patch
Notes : A few changes were made to the game.. 10/11/2017 Patch Notes : Nothing exciting this patch, just a bunch of small
fixes! New
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